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A variant of LZ (Lempel-Ziv) procedure for compressing static trie structures is investigated for different types of natural language data. A compressed trie is produced from the set of 40,000 bilingual dictionary entries and the results are compared to previous results for a set of 750,000 different word forms. A possible use of a sliding window in LZ procedure for linearization of algorithm execution time is investigated. The results show considerable application potential.
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1. Introduction

Compressed trie structures are often used for storing huge amounts of static natural language data, such as dictionaries, thesauri or simple lists of words or word phrases (Purdin, 1990), (Morimoto et al., 1994). For an alphabet of \( M \) letters, a trie is a \( M \)-way tree in which each node represents a string prefix that is obtained by following the unique path from root node (Fredkin, 1960), (Knuth, 1973). Identical prefixes of different strings are represented with only one node. Different strings are obtained by following different links from the prefix node. With the search time proportional to the length of a word, a trie structure is very fast to search but it can be huge. When storing words of a natural language, and especially an inflected one as Croatian, it is convenient that a node comprises only one letter. A full \( M \)-way tree would then have \( L^M \) nodes, where \( L \) is the length of the longest entry. An example of such a sparse tree for a three letter alphabet and \( L = 3 \) is presented in Figure 1. In such a tree most of the nodes would be empty and they can be excluded. The simplest way is to implement the trie using linked list instead of \( M \)-dimensional nodes. Alternatively, or additionally, various trie compression procedures can reduce the size achieving considerable savings in space. The typical trie compression method is a transformation into a minimal finite automaton for a given finite language (finite set of words) or a directed acyclic word graph (DAWG). For a set of natural language words a DAWG is a very practical representation, compact and fast (Appel and Jacobson, 1988) (Lucchesi and Kowalowski, 1993). It has an important advantage in that there exists a linear algorithm for automata minimisation (Revuž, 1992), but it has a drawback in that it is mostly appropriate for storing simple word lists and is therefore restricted mostly to the spelling correction applications. DAWG cannot be used efficiently for storing more complex entries like dictionary entries or word phrases that have greater inner diversity.

Croatian is a highly inflected language and each word lemma (i.e. a noun in nominative singular, a verb in infinitive) has on the average 10 distinct word forms for different tenses, cases or gender. The grammatical rules for word form production are too complex and there are too many exemptions for implicit knowledge based storage of a set of valid Croatian words. An explicit list is therefore better suited for computer applications. In (Ristov, 95) it was demonstrated how a compressed trie can be successfully used for storing a huge list of Croatian word forms. Some 750,000 different words (word forms) were stored in a structure less than 300 KB in size, and the access speed is measured in thousands of words per second on an average PC. The algorithm used was more elaborate than automata minimisation; the method of compression can be described as a variant of LZ compression applied to a linked list implementation of a trie (Ristov, 1997) and is brie fly
outlined in Chapter 2 of the paper. In Chapter 3 we show how this trie compression method can be applied to a set of a more complex entries, namely a Croatian-English dictionary of economics terms and phrases. By comparing results with those for the set of word forms we extrapolate for bigger complex data sets. In Chapter 4 we present some execution time considerations. Since, unlike DAWG construction, LZ compression has inherently quadratic time complexity, we investigated possibilities of a speedup along standard LZ window speedup schemes. We conclude in Chapter 5 that presented algorithm and data structure show a considerable application potential.

2. Linked list trie compression

The principle of LZ linked list trie compression is demonstrated in Figure 2 for the set of four words. Figure 2a) presents the construction of a corresponding trie with one character per transition. Empty nodes and nonexistent transitions are omitted. Thicker circles represent terminal nodes. Actual linked list implementation is shown in Fig. 2.b). Each element of the list consists of four parts:

1) a character;

2) a marker for the end of a word, indicated by the thick circles;

3) a pointer to the next character in the word (null if there is no continuation of the word), represented with horizontal arrows in Fig. 2b);

4) a pointer to the next element on the same level in the node, represented with the inflected pointing arrows on Fig. 2b).

The linked list itself is a way to exclude nonexistent nodes, and the actual implementation of Fig. 2b) gives rise to a possibility for a further reduction in the number of elements. With the trie structure presented in this way it is apparent that identical subsequences of elements can be replaced with pointers in a LZ manner. LZ is a generic name for data compression methods where, in a stream of data, repeated sequences are replaced with pointers to their previous occurrences. The name originates from the seminal work (Ziv and Lempel, 1977). There exist a variety of different implementations with the only fixed common point being that pointers occupy less space than original data. An exhaustive overview of LZ methods can be found in (Bell et al., 1990).

In Fig. 2c) repeated sequences of elements in structure of Fig. 2b) are replaced with two different types of pointers; we shall call them one-way and two-way pointers. The one-way pointer, represented with \( \Box \) sign, indicates that the reading of the structure should continue from the element at which the pointer points. The sequences of elements that are replaced with one-way pointers are identical subtrees and, in automata terminology, the effect of one-way pointers is the merging of equivalent states. Two-way pointers, represented with \( \mathcal{X} \) sign, replace identical subsequences of elements that do not belong to identical subtrees. This means...
that only a certain number of elements should be followed starting from the element at which the two-way pointer points, and that after that number the reading should be continued back from the position of the pointer. An additional information — the number of elements replaced, is associated with each two-way pointer. In Fig. 2c) the arrows below the elements, originating at pointers, indicate to which elements the pointers point. Full lines are for the one-way pointers. The dashed line points to the beginning of the subsequence replaced by the two-way pointer and the dotted line indicates that after two elements the reading should continue from the pointer position. In order to replace every (existing) repetition with a pointer, a double loop is used to check each subsequence for equivalence against every other. The resulting structure can have multilevel nested pointer paths, i.e. a pointer can point at the subsequence containing another pointer. The LZ structure compression obtained in this way is very efficient. However, the quadratic time complexity of a double loop becomes restrictive for larger data sets.

3. Data sets: description and the compression results

Two different data sets were used to test the performance of the described compression method. One was the set of some 750,000 different Croatian word forms, and the second a set of 40,000 Croatian-English economics dictionary phrases. A detailed description and compression results for the word forms set are presented in (Ristov, 1995 and 1997). The average word length is approximately 10 characters and the set consists of some 68,000 different word lemmas with an average number of about 11 word forms per lemma. As an example, the 7 forms of one lemma are presented in Fig. 3a). In ASCII format the set size is over 8Mb. When compressed, and with optimised element size, it is under 300Kb. For this set the size of LZ compressed trie is around 30% less than that of
DAWG. For some cases it is arguable whether this saving in space justifies longer compression time. The time sacrifice is justified in applications where the compressed data structure is produced only once and is used for a long time or is widely distributed. On the other hand, for applications where data structures are produced at the run time or changed often, a faster, although less efficient procedure should be preferred.

A typical example of few entries in the second set is shown in Fig. 3b). The entries are longer — around 40 characters per entry on average, and the ASCII size is 1.6 Mb. It is obvious that there are much less substring repetitions than in the first set. Also, there are almost no entries with longer identical endings, so a DAWG would be of approximately the same size as a trie. However, since there are enough repetitions inside the strings, the LZ trie compression was attempted. Results are presented in Table 1 for subsets of original sets with ascending number of entries. For the word forms, subsets were obtained based upon a random choice of lemmas. At the beginning we randomly selected 10,000 lemmas from the original 68,000. From those we again randomly chose subsets of 1000, 100, and 10 lemmas such that smaller sets were subsets of larger ones. Finally, experimental sets were produced by expanding lemmas into all of their word forms, hence an odd numbers of entries. The dictionary entry subsets were produced straightforwardly by random selection, again with smaller sets being parts of larger ones. It is obvious that the tries constructed from higher number of entries compress better. This was expected since the variety of substrings in natural languages is limited and, as the number of entries grows, more and more substrings of new entries are found in previous strings. When fitting these few values of number of entries against the size of compressed structure, we got normalized logarithmic functions of

\((-6, 6 + \ln x)\) for word forms, and

\((-5, 8 + \ln x)\) for dictionary entries.

The function curve slopes are quite similar, so a valid projection for larger sets of complex phrases can be deducted from the results for word forms. The actual values of dictionary compression results prove that LZ compressed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no. of entries</th>
<th>word forms</th>
<th>dictionary entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1,235</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,452</td>
<td>136,656</td>
<td>5,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>19,634</td>
<td>5,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>4,134</td>
<td>5,582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The trie compression results for sets of different sizes for two data types.
trie is a plausible structure for storing and accessing such type of data. After the compression the size of the elements can be optimised to 3 to 4 bytes, so all 40,000 dictionary entries can be stored in about 800Kb. The access speed is high as with any LZ compressing scheme; a typical access speed is over 1000 words per second on a 100MHz PC.

4. Window speedup

It has been proved that full LZ compression asymptotically achieves maximum entropy of compressed data (Ziv and Lempel, 1977). In describing the procedure of LZ compression a notion of a sliding comparison window is used. In a stream of symbols each symbol sequence is compared to the previous symbols inside the given interval called window. When the size of the window is unbounded, asymptotically optimal compression is achieved, but the time complexity of the procedure is $O(N^2)$, where $N$ is the number of input symbols. If the size of the window is limited to a constant $W$, then the symbol at the current position in a stream of data is compared only to the $W$ preceding symbols. In this way, a compression algorithm has linear time complexity $O(N \times W)$, but the compression is less efficient and depends on the size of the window and on the type of data. The dependencies of compression efficiency on the size of the window have been thoroughly investigated for various file compression algorithms (Bell et al., 1990), but, to our knowledge, so far no one has investigated this tradeoffs in compressing searchable tree structures. We have conducted an experiment with the described data sets and different window sizes. The results are presented in Table 2. Time data would depend on the processor used and should be regarded as a relative information; these values were obtained on a PC486/100MHz. Compression was performed with various window sizes, from $W = 1,000$ to $W = 100,000$. For both data sets even a very big $W$ of about one tenth of initial input trie causes over 40% increase in the size of the output compressed structure. On the other hand, modest size window produce structures not more than twice the size of that with an unbounded window. A good compromise values would be $W = 10,000 - 20,000$ for the word forms set, and $W = 5,000 - 10,000$ for the dictionary set. For these values of $W$ the compressed structure is not bigger than twice the size of the optimally compressed one, but the compression time is greatly reduced and, more important, linearized. Overall longer times for dictionary entries are due to the shorter repeated element sequences in trie for that set.

5. Conclusion

By employing an original LZ compression method on static tries, we stored 40,000 complex dictionary entries in a structure that has a very fast access time, and has the size of about half of the full ASCII size. By investigating the method performance on different data types we infer that larger dictionaries would compress
even better. For really large data sets the restrictive factor is the quadratic execution time of the compression procedure. This can be overcome by limiting the LZ window to a constant value. In this way the execution time becomes linear, but the compression performance gets worse. The reasonable compromise seem to be the window sizes, where the final structure is not more than twice the size of the optimally compressed structure. For very large data sets we expect very efficient compression, so that this increase in size should still be acceptable. We conclude that this compression method for searchable data can be efficiently utilised for any huge sets of static natural language data like encyclopaedias, thesauri or dictionaries of any sort.
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